We perform a detailed modelling of the post-outburst surface emission of the low magnetic field magnetar SGR 0418+5729. The dipolar magnetic field of this source, B = 6 × 10 12 G estimated from its spin-down rate, is in the observed range of magnetic fields for normal pulsars. The source is further characterized by a high pulse fraction and a single-peak profile. Using synthetic temperature distribution profiles, and fully accounting for the general-relativistic effects of light deflection and gravitational redshift, we generate synthetic X-ray spectra and pulse profiles that we fit to the observations. We find that asymmetric and symmetric surface temperature distributions can reproduce equally well the observed pulse profiles and spectra of SGR 0418. None the less, the modelling allows us to place constraints on the system geometry (i.e. the angles ψ and ξ that the rotation axis makes with the line of sight and the dipolar axis, respectively), as well as on the spot size and temperature contrast on the neutron star surface. After performing an analysis iterating between the pulse profile and spectra, as done in similar previous works, we further employed, for the first time in this context, a Markov-Chain Monte Carlo approach to extract constraints on the model parameters from the pulse profiles and spectra, simultaneously. We find that, to reproduce the observed spectrum and flux modulation: (a) the angles must be restricted to 65 • ψ + ξ 125 • or 235 • ψ + ξ 295 • ; (b) the temperature contrast between the poles and the equator must be at least a factor of ∼6, and (c) the size of the hottest region ranges between 0.2 and 0.7 km (including uncertainties on the source distance). Lastly, we interpret our findings within the context of internal and external heating models.
with large magnetic fields, B ∼ 10 14 -10 15 G, resulting for example from an active dynamo at birth (Kouveliotou et al. 1998 ). 1 After a magnetar is born, the internal magnetic field is subject to a continuous evolution through the processes of Ohmic dissipation, ambipolar diffusion, and Hall drift. In the crust, magnetic stresses are generally balanced by elastic stresses. However, as the internal field evolves, local magnetic stresses can occasionally become too strong to be balanced by the elastic strength of the crust, which hence breaks, and the extra stored magnetic/elastic energy becomes available for powering the bursts and flares (Thompson & Duncan 1995 , 1996 . Alternatively, the outbursts could be triggered by instabilities in the external magnetic flux tubes (Beloborodov & Levin 2014; Link 2014; Lyutikov 2015) . While the magnetar model has been very successful in explaining some general features of the triggering mechanism of bursts and flares, the discovery in 2010 of an outburst from SGR 0418+5729 (SGR 0418 hereafter; Esposito et al. 2010; van der Horst et al. 2010) , an NS with dipolar magnetic field B dip = (6 ± 2) ×10 12 G , lower than those of most magnetars, clearly showed that the overall picture was not complete. Following this discovery, two more sources showing magnetar-like activity, but with 'non-magnetar'-like B fields have then been discovered (Rea et al. 2012 (Rea et al. , 2014 Scholz et al. 2012; Zhou et al. 2014) .
During the last few years, a number of investigations have been aimed at understanding the physical reasons for the diverse phenomenology of magnetars (Pons et al. 2007; Aguilera, Pons & Miralles 2008a,b; Pons, Miralles & Geppert 2009; Kaspi 2010; Viganò et al. 2013) . In particular, a suite of magnetothermal simulations highlighted the importance of a hidden toroidal field in determining the observational manifestations of an NS Viganò et al. 2013 ). An NS with a low dipolar component of the magnetic field (as inferred from timing measurements) could still display an outbursting behaviour and an enhanced quiescent X-ray luminosity if endowed with a much stronger internal toroidal field (Turolla et al. 2011; Rea et al. 2012) .
However, the presence of a strong toroidal field remains hidden from timing measurements. None the less, this component of the field leaves its strong imprint on the surface temperature of the NS (e.g. Shabaltas & Lai 2012; Perna et al. 2013; Geppert & Viganò 2014) , which can be probed by means of phase-resolved spectral analysis of the quiescent X-ray emission. The goal of this work is to perform such an analysis on the post-outburst emission of the low-B field source SGR 0418 with the aim of constraining its surface temperature distribution and, in turn, gaining some insight into the topology of the magnetic field in the NS crust and into whether an additional (external) source of heating may be needed (e.g. see Bernardini et al. 2011 for a similar analysis on the quiescent emission of the transient magnetar XTE J1810-197) .
The structure of this article is as follows: Section 2 presents the surface emission model used and details the computation of the spectra. Section 3 describes the data reduction and the spectral and timing analyses performed. The results of the modelling are presented in Section 4, first using an iterative analysis, then with a simultaneous analysis of the pulse profile and spectrum. In Section 5, we discuss our findings within the context of magnetothermal 1 An updated compilation of the measured dipolar fields can be found here: http://www.physics.mcgill.ca/∼pulsar/magnetar/main.html; (Olausen & Kaspi 2014) . models, and finally, Section 6 concludes this article with a short discussion and a summary of the results.
S P E C T R A L M O D E L S F O R S G R 0 4 1 8 +5 7 9 2.1 Family of temperature profiles for SGR 0418+5729
The timing properties of SGR 0418, as well as its X-ray luminosity, are consistent with those of an evolved magnetar which experienced substantial field decay but still retains a strong enough internal toroidal field. In particular, Turolla et al. (2011) , using the magnetothermal code by Pons et al. (2009) , found that the quiescent luminosity of the source and its timing properties are compatible with those of an old NS born with a superstrong magnetic field which underwent significant decay over a time ≈10 6 yr. More recently, following a refined timing solution , the realistic age 2 of SGR 0418 was estimated to be ∼550 kyr with the state-of-the-art magnetothermal evolution model of Viganò et al. (2013) . The initial strength of the dipolar component was estimated to be in the range B 0 dip ∼ 1-3 × 10 14 G (Turolla et al. 2011; Rea et al. 2013 , a larger value would have spun-down the pulsar too much during its estimated lifetime). However, in order to display a non-negligible outburst rate, they argued (using the results from the simulations of ) that the internal toroidal field at birth had to be much larger.
As discussed in Section 1, independent constraints on the crustal magnetic topology can be obtained through the imprints of the magnetic field on the surface temperature of the star. In the NS crust, the coupled evolution of the temperature and the magnetic field gives rise to an anisotropic temperature profile, with the degree of anisotropy being controlled by the ratio between thermal conductivity along and across the field lines (for a complete description, see Viganò et al. 2013) . As the NS ages, the magnetic field in its crust evolves under the combined influence of the Lorentz force (causing the Hall drift, see e.g. Goldreich & Reisenegger 1992; Hollerbach & Rüdiger 2002 Cumming, Arras & Zweibel 2004; Pons et al. 2007; Viganò, Pons & Miralles 2012; Gourgouliatos & Cumming 2014) and the Joule effect (responsible for Ohmic dissipation). For a field at birth which is predominantly poloidal, the symmetry with respect to the equator is maintained throughout the evolution. However, the presence of strong internal toroidal components can drastically change this topology. If the toroidal field is dipolar, the equatorial symmetry is broken during the evolution due to the Hall term in the induction equation (e.g. Viganò et al. 2013) , which leads to a complex field geometry with asymmetric north and south hemispheres. Hence asymmetric temperature profiles are produced, with a degree of anisotropy strongly dependent on the initial toroidal field strength. On the other hand, a strong internal quadrupolar toroidal field will maintain the symmetry between the two hemispheres, while increasing the temperature contrast between the hotter and cooler regions on the NS surface. A suite of magnetothermal simulations by Perna et al. (2013) and Geppert & Viganò (2014) illustrated the effects of a strong internal toroidal field as the NS ages. Temperature differences by more than a factor of 2 between the two hemispheres could be produced in evolved objects, though the specific quantitative details depend on some elements of the microphysics such as the magnitude of the conductivity and the composition of the envelope. Also the mass of the star influences the rate of cooling, as well as the extent by which the field penetrates into the core .
For the purpose of this work, starting with a large set of magnetothermal simulations by varying all the relevant parameters described above and trying a one-by-one fit to each of them is impractical, especially in light of the fact that the magnetothermal simulations are computationally expensive. Therefore, we adopt the following strategy.
(a) We use the observed properties of the pulsed profile, together with the qualitative predictions for the field strength/configuration expected for an evolved magnetar with the characteristics of SGR 0418, to produce a family of analytical, parametrized temperature profiles, with which spectra and pulsed profile are fitted. The fits largely restrict the allowed parameter space for the temperature profiles.
(b) We then discuss our results within the context of magnetothermal simulations, as well as possible external heating, to identify the most likely physical scenario for the production of temperature profiles consistent with those derived from the fits.
Single-pulse profiles with high pulse fractions (PFs) such as that resulting from the observations of SGR 0418 cannot be readily explained by pairs of antipodal hotspots on the surface of the rotating NS. In fact, Beloborodov (2002) showed that two isotropically emitting, infinitesimal hotspots on the surface of an NS (of 1.4 solar masses and 10 km in radius) cannot produce PFs larger than about 12 per cent. Poutanen & Beloborodov (2006) generalized the calculation to allow for anisotropy in the local emission, and obtained PFs of at most a few tens of per cent. Similarly, DeDeo, Psaltis & Narayan (2001) studied the modulation level of the emitted flux as a function of the hotspot size, for two antipodal spots. They found that, for an NS of 1.4 solar masses, radius 12.3 km, and a temperature contrast of 9 between the spots and the rest of the surface, the PF can reach a maximum of ∼55 per cent if the local emission is strongly pencil-beamed, with an intensity ∝ cos 3 δ, where δ is the angle of the emitted photon with the normal to the surface. However, a more recent study was performed by Shabaltas & Lai (2012) , using a family of parametrized temperature profiles with symmetry with respect to the equator. By employing a new method to efficiently compute the radiation intensity from different patches of an NS surface with arbitrary magnetic fields and effective temperatures, they were able to produce synthetic X-ray light curves for a variety of geometric configurations. In contrast to previous works, they were able to generate single-peaked profiles with PFs as high as ∼60 per cent. They interpreted their findings as the result of diffuse hotspots of finite size (with varying temperatures), combined with the beaming due to anisotropic photon opacities in magnetic fields. We note that, consistently with previous work, their singlepulsed profiles from symmetric temperature distributions displayed a plateau around the flux minimum. Using the same methodology of Shabaltas & Lai (2012) , Storch et al. (2014) modelled the high Xray PFs of the pulsar PSR B0943+10 by means of two asymmetric hotspots, a smaller one with stronger B field, and a larger one with smaller B field. Once again, the beaming effect of the atmosphere was found to be a crucial ingredient in producing a high modulation level.
We note that both the source Kes 79 analysed by Shabaltas & Lai (2012) , as well as the pulsar PSR B0943+10 modelled by Storch et al. (2014) , had relatively well-measured distances, and in addition, PSR B0943+10 had the viewing geometry constrained by radio observations. As a result, the area of the thermally emitting region could be well determined. On the other hand, the distance to A range of profiles is shown here, with different values of and n (see equation 1): red, blue and green curves correspond to = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, respectively. The dotted, dashed and solid curves correspond to n = 5000, 10 000, 20 000, respectively. SGR 0418 is rather uncertain. If located in the Perseus arm (which is in its direction), then the distance would be about 2 kpc (van der Horst et al. 2010) . However, there is no independent observational link to such an association. Because of this uncertainty, we choose to leave the distance to the source as a free parameter, which, as discussed in the following (see Section 4.1), will turn out to be correlated with the temperature profile on the NS surface, and especially with the size of the spot. In addition, given the characteristics of the source, and in particular its symmetric pulse profile (i.e. no evidence for a plateau around the minimum), as well as the very high PFs (∼80 per cent, and even consistent with ∼100 per cent above 1.2 keV), we focus our exploration on a family of temperature profiles asymmetric with respect to the equator, with one hemisphere hotter than the other. This choice is less restrictive in that it allows a wider range of sizes for the hotter component (and correspondingly a wider range of distances). However, we will also explore whether, similarly to the cases studied by Shabaltas & Lai (2012) and Storch et al. (2014) , the viewing/emission geometry compatible with the data allows for the presence of a second antipodal hot region.
We begin by exploring the following family of temperature profiles
where θ is the azimuthal angle, represents the fractional temperature difference between the two poles, and n is an integer power which measures the gradient of the temperature decline between the two poles. Some representative profiles from this family are displayed in Fig. 1 , for different values of the parameters and n. Similarly, the symmetric profiles (i.e. a pair of antipodal spots) are parametrized as
with n constrained to be even. We note that there is a certain degree of degeneracy between the gradient of the temperature profile, the local emission pattern of the radiation, the compactness M NS /R NS of the NS, and the viewing geometry. For the local emission, we assume blackbody radiation with an analytical prescription for its beaming. We realize that this is an approximation in the case that the star has an atmosphere, which processes the surface radiation creating a distorted blackbody and modifying the emission pattern. The only correct way to approach this problem would be to generate a magnetized atmosphere model for each patch of the star (different B and T). To the best of our knowledge, this has been done only with an approximate method to produce realistic pulsed profiles coupled with analytical temperature/magnetic profiles (Shabaltas & Lai 2012; Storch et al. 2014 ). However, it is impractical to implement this method while formally fitting data since it would require the computation of a much larger number of atmospheric profiles than done in those papers (we will be minimizing over a wide grid of parameters for both the temperature profile and the viewing geometry). On the other hand, using a single model atmosphere (i.e. a single strength for B and one direction, perpendicular to the normal) on the entire surface -which is reasonably easy to do in a fit -would be generally incorrect, and especially so if the object has a significant non-radial component of the external magnetic field. Therefore, given that the detailed magnetic topology of SGR 0418 is not a priori known, and the fact that, even with a perfect spectral computation there would still remain a degree of degeneracy in the pulsed profiles with the compactness ratio of the star (which we assume fixed at some typical value), and the viewing geometry, which we constrain by fitting the pulse profile, we adopt the simplest approach of assuming local blackbody emission with a parametrized form for the beaming which captures the 'limb-darkening' effect of magnetized, light-element atmospheres (see also Bogdanov 2014, for a similar approach). However, in order to quantify the dependence of the results we obtain on the presence of beaming, we will also repeat part of the analysis for isotropic emission.
General relativistic, phase-dependent spectra
The general relativistic, phase-dependent spectra are calculated using the formalism developed by (Page 1995 , see also Pechenick, Ftaclas & Cohen 1983 and Pavlov & Zavlin 2000) . The intense gravitational field of the star bends the photon trajectories: a photon emitted at an angle δ with the normal to the NS surface will reach a distant observer if generated at an angle θ v with respect to the viewing axis, where
In the above equation, x ≡ sin δ, R s ≡ 2GM/c 2 is the Schwarzschild radius of the star, and R and M are, respectively, its radius and mass. Here, we adopt a canonical mass M = 1.4 M and radius R NS = 10 km. These values yield a gravitational redshift (1 − R s /R) 1/2 = 0.766. Correspondingly, a distant observer would measure a radius of R ∞ = R × (1 − R s /R) −1/2 = 13.1 km, and a surface temperature of T ∞ = T × (1 − R s /R) 1/2 . In the following, we will quote fit results for the pole temperature in terms of the redshifted values, T pole, ∞ . Let (t) be the modulus of the NS angular velocity, and let us define the phase angle γ (t) = (t) dt as the azimuthal angle subtended by a reference vectorn around the axis of rotation. As the reference vector, we choose the polar axis, in the coordinate system in which T (θ = 0) ≡ T pole . For a dipolar component of the magnetic field, this would correspond to the magnetic axis; for the toroidal component of the field, it represents the symmetry axis.
As the star rotates, the angle between the vectorn and the line of sight is given by
where we indicated by ψ and ξ the angles that the rotation axis, respectively, makes with the line of sight andn (see fig. 1 in Perna & Gotthelf 2008 for a graphical representation of the viewing geometry). Note that there is a degeneracy between the two angles ψ and ξ , i.e. they can be exchanged without altering the pulse-profile or the spectra. The phase-dependent spectrum measured by the observer as the star rotates is obtained by integrating the local emission over the entire observable surface. Accounting for the effect of gravitational redshift of the emitted radiation, this integral takes the form
describes the dimensionless distribution of the locally emitted photons (the blackbody function here), and (θ v , φ v ) are the coordinates on the surface relative to the line of sight.
As discussed above, to emulate the effect of a magnetized, lightelement atmosphere, we assume the local photon intensity to emerge in a pencil-beaming pattern with respect to the normal to the surface, which we model as f(δ) ∝ cos p δ, with a beaming intensity p = 1 as a closer match to that of realistic, magnetized atmosphere models (van Adelsberg & Lai 2006) . 3 From equation (5), other useful quantities for comparison to observations can then be readily computed. In particular, the phaseaveraged spectrum is given by
while the pulse profile in a given (observed) energy band,
The PF is defined as
where the phases corresponding to the maximum and minimum of the flux will generally vary depending on the temperature distribution on the NS surface.
DATA R E D U C T I O N A N D D E S C R I P T I O N O F A NA LY S E S

XMM-Newton observations
We use in this work two recent observations of SGR 0418 with XMM-Newton, acquired in 2012 August and 2013 August (see Standard reduction procedures are applied, using epchain in the XMMSAS v13.5 package, together with the latest calibration files. Photon events times of arrival are corrected to the Solar system barycenter, using barycen, before the phases of all events are calculated using the best-fitting X-ray timing solution reported in Rea et al. (2013) : P = 9.078 388 22 s,Ṗ = 4×10 −15 s s −1 on MJD 54993.0. The data were checked for background flares, which were removed to limit contamination. The resulting usable exposure times for each observation are listed in Table 1 . Finally, events are filtered in the 0.3-10.0 keV range with the PATTERN ≤4 and FLAG = 0 restrictions. The observed flux of both observations is consistent with being constant, confirming that SGR 0418's luminosity and surface temperatures have not significantly changed between observations.
Spectral analysis
Phase-averaged spectra are extracted from the two observations in the 0.3-10 keV range using 20 arcsec circular regions. Background spectra are extracted from 90 arcsec circular regions devoid of Xray sources. The response matrices were generated using the tools rmfgen and arfgen. The extracted pn spectra are then combined into a single spectra using epicspeccombine, after verification that the flux was consistent with being constant. Finally, events are binned for the purpose of the phase-averaged spectral analysis with a minimum of 20 counts per bins. For the spectral analysis performed in XSPEC v.12.8 (Arnaud 1996) , 3 per cent systematics are added in each spectral bin to account for uncertainties in the absolute flux calibration of the instrument (Guainizzi 2014 ). The spectral model used, described in Section 2, is modulated by Xray absorption using the wabs model (Morrison & McCammon 1983) . The overall normalization factor of the fit, convoluted with the uncertain distance to the source, is left free to vary. All errors from the spectral analysis are at the 90 per cent confidence level. The spectrum and best-fitting model are shown in Fig. 2 , and the results are presented in Section 4.
Pulse profile analysis
The phases resulting from the folding at the timing solution given above are used to generate the pulse profile. Furthermore, because of the low count rates in the observations, we limit the analysis to 10 phase bins. The errors in the number of counts in each bin are Poisson errors. The average background number of counts is subtracted in each phase bin. For the background subtraction, the background regions used have the same size as the SGR 0418 source regions, and are devoid of any other detected X-ray source. The PF is calculated according to equation (8), where F max (γ ) and F min (γ ) are the maximum and minimum X-ray fluxes measured in the phase bins. The PF for the cumulative 0.3-10 keV band is PF = 0.78 ± 0.09. While first using the single 0.3-10 keV band for the computation of the pulsed profile and modelling, we then also considered splitting the full energy range into smaller bands, since this carries a higher constraining power for the underlying model. However, we found that splitting in more than two bands would result in a too low count rate per band. Hence we limited the split to only two bands, 0.3-1.2 keV and 1.2-10.0 keV, which were chosen to have approximately similar count rates. We found the PF in the lower energy band to be PF 0.3-1.2 keV = 0.62 ± 0.10, while the higher band PF 1.2-10.0 keV was consistent with 1.0. As expected, the PF in the high-energy band is higher than in the low-energy band.
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Iterative fitting of spectra and pulse profiles
Constraining the temperature profile requires a coupled spectral and timing analysis. The pulsed profiles are most sensitive to the run of temperature with angle on the NS surface, while the phaseaveraged spectra are most sensitive to the overall flux normalization (reflected in T pole and on the size of the spot, for a fixed NS radius), and to the amount of absorption, quantified by the column density of hydrogen N H , noted N H, 22 hereafter when expressed in units of 10 22 atoms cm −2 . Once T pole and N H are measured from the spectra, fitting the synthetic pulse profiles (computed via equation 7) to the observed pulse profiles allows us to constrain the system geometry and the temperature profile. Here, we first perform the spectral and timing analysis iteratively rather than simultaneously. We will show that this is a rather good approximation indeed (see also Bernardini et al. 2011 ). However, Section 4.2 will present and validate a simultaneous analysis using a Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach. Using the spectral model described in Section 2, together with the family of temperature profiles defined by equation (1), we first obtain an estimate of T pole and N H from a small selection of surface temperature distributions, for a viewing geometry (ψ, ξ ) = (90 • , 90 • ). In the first step of the iteration the viewing geometry is not constrained yet, and the choice of an orthogonal rotator is made as a starting point given the high PF of the source. We find that for a fixed distance (e.g. 2 kpc), the spectra strictly constrain the values of and n such that the model produces the flux observed for this source. This is because these parameters relate to the fraction of the NS surface which dominates the emission (see Fig. 1 ), and hence to the fit normalization. In other words, the shape of the observed spectra constrains the average emission temperature and absorption, while the flux normalization restricts the size of the spot and the temperature contrast at the surface. We note, however, that the distance is estimated solely based on the association of the magnetar with the Perseus arm of the Galaxy. This assumption stems from the position of SGR 0418 in the direction of the Perseus arm. Should this association be fortuitous, the distance to SGR 0418 could be misestimated to lower or higher values.
Such uncertainties in the distance translate into less constrained parameters and n. As an example, a spectral fit with = 0.1, n = 10 000 (i.e. a spot size of 0.275 km, full width at half-maximum, FHWM, on a 10 km NS) yields a distance of 2.13 kpc, while a fit with = 0.15, n = 5000 (spot size of 0.425 km FWHM) yields 4.9 kpc. However, the parameters T pole and N H appear relatively stable against change in and n, or in the viewing geometry. We find T pole,∞ ∼ 0.32 keV and N H,22 ∼ 0.25 for a wide range of and n that lead to reasonable values of the distance (d ∼ 0.5-4 kpc), i.e. < ∼ 0.10-0.15 and n ∼ 5000-20 000. Therefore we already have a good starting point in this iterative process to constrain the parameters of the system. Higher values of lead to statistically unacceptable fits.
We note the existence of a secondary χ 2 minimum, leading to acceptable fit statistics, in which N H,22 ∼ 1.2 corresponds to ∼ 0.4, for the same pole temperature. This could be explained by the fact that the larger averaged flux created by the less pronounced contrast (larger ) needs to be heavily absorbed to fit the data. However, we reject such a large value of the absorption, on account of the fitted values of N H from the high signal-to-noise observations obtained during the outbursts .
With the estimated values of pole temperature and absorption, we can then explore the -n parameter space for pairs capable of accommodating a PF of ∼0.80. Fig. 3 shows the PF as a function of and n for (ψ, ξ ) = (90 • , 90 • ). With such angles, a PF ∼ 0.80 can be reproduced for a wide range of n, while remains essentially constant at ∼0.15.
We note that the high measured PF of the source is partly due to the effect of X-ray absorption. More specifically, absorption can artificially increase the intrinsic (unabsorbed) PF since the lowtemperature portion of the NS surface (emitting lower energy, less pulsed X-ray photons) is more affected by absorption than the hotter parts. The artificial increase in PF due to absorption depends both on the geometry (ψ, ξ ) and the temperature gradient on the star. 5 The emission model of this analysis can be used to estimate the intrinsic Figure 3 . PFs obtained as a function of the parameters n and , with the system geometry (ψ, ξ ) = (90 • , 90 • ), which maximizes the PF. Contour lines indicate PFs ranging from 0.1 to 0.9, with 0.1 increments; the red line indicates the 0.8 PF contour. Note that while the low range of n values can produce PF such as those observed for SGR 0418, it fails to accommodate reasonable distances of this source (see discussion in Section 4.1). PF of SGR 0418, i.e. unaffected by absorption. Specifically, for n = 10 000 and = 0.15, the intrinsic PF is 0.36, while it is 0.88 for N H,22 = 0.25, hence quite sensitive to N H .
Next, choosing ψ = 90 • and ξ = 90 • with the temperature distribution profile defined by = 0.15 and n = 10 000, we perform a detailed spectral analysis 6 in order to further refine the value of the pole temperature T pole and the X-ray absorption N H . An acceptable fit to the data is obtained with T pole,∞ = 0.33 +0.05 −0.05 keV and N H,22 = 0.36 +0.09 −0.07 (see Fig. 2 ). However, a better fit is obtained with = 0.10 and n = 10 000 leading to T pole,∞ = 0.38 +0.05 −0.05 keV and N H,22 = 0.22 +0.09 −0.07 for χ 2 ν /dof (prob.) = 1.28/34 (0.13). The flux of SGR 0418 is F X = 2.0 +0.4 −0.4 ×10 −14 erg cm −2 s −1 in the 0.3-3.0 keV range. Although these values of n and slightly overpredict the PF (see Fig. 3 ), the best fit T pole and N H are consistent with those estimated for different values of and n in the first step of this iterative process.
With the values of T pole,∞ = 0.38 keV and N H,22 = 0.22 obtained from the spectral analysis, we next proceed to constrain the system geometry and the temperature distribution that best reproduces the pulsed emission from the surface of SGR 0418. For the analysis that we describe in the following, we first consider the pulsed profile in the full energy band 0.3-10 keV. Using the model described in Section 2, a grid of pulse profiles is generated for multiple system geometries (varying the angles ψ and ξ between 2 • and 180 • , in steps of 2 • ), and multiple temperature distribution profiles (by varying n between 5000 and 20 000 in steps of 500, and between 0.05 and 0.15 in steps of 0.01). Each of the synthetic pulse profiles generated for each set of four parameters (ψ, ξ , n, ) is then fitted to the observed XMM-Newton pulse profile. From the χ 2 values obtained from these fits, projected two-dimensional maps of maximum p-values are obtained. 7 6 For comparison, we provide the effective temperature obtained when fitting a bbodyrad model: kT eff ,∞ = 0.32 +0.05 −0.04 keV and N H,22 = 0.18 +0.09 −0.08 for χ 2 ν /dof (prob.) = 1.31/34 (0.10). Adding a powerlaw spectral component slightly improves the fit (F-test probability ∼3 per cent). 7 The p-value (see e.g. Vogel et al. 2014; Tendulkar et al. 2015) , also called the null hypothesis probability in XSPEC, is the probability of finding by The solid line represents the probability p = 0.01. The best fit over the whole 4D space corresponds to a p-value p = 0.05. Fig. 4 shows the maximum p-value maps for the pair of angles ψ-ξ . The fit to the pulsed profile allowed us to mainly constrain the viewing/inclination geometry. The parameters n and were not constrained by the pulse profile fitting any further than what was imposed by the spectral analysis (via the distance requirement). In other words, n and were essentially unconstrained by the pulse profile fitting in the range 5000-20 000 and 0.05-0.15, respectively.
The best fit resulting from the grid search in the parameter space is obtained for the following parameters: = 0.10, n = 7500 for (ψ, ξ ) = (ξ , ψ) = (124 • , 4 • ), with χ 2 ν /dof (prob.) = 1.9/8 (0.05). However, as can be observed in Fig. 4 , a wide range of angles is permitted by the pulse profile fitting (p > 0.01), with very different sets of parameters n and . Fig. 4 also shows that the angles ψ and ξ are constrained to two narrow bands. Note the observed symmetry emerges from the symmetry against exchanges between ψ and ξ (see equation 1). The most conservative constraints on the angles can be summarized by the intervals: 73 • ψ + ξ 140 • and 220 • ψ + ξ 287 • . A consistency check was then performed by using the values of the best-fitting angles (124 • , 4 • ) and temperature distribution parameters (n = 7500 and = 0.10) in a phase-averaged spectral fit. These parameters lead to a best-fitting temperature T pole,∞ = 0.34 +0.03 −0.03 keV and a hydrogen column density N H,22 = 0.30 +0.06 −0.04 , for a corresponding distance of 0.5 kpc. The pole temperature and the hydrogen column density remain consistent with the best-fitting T pole obtained when fixing (ψ, ξ ) = (90 • , 90 • ), as done at the beginning of this iterative analysis. In addition, for the best-fitting temperature distribution found above (n = 7500 and = 0.10), the viewing geometry appears to have an effect on the distance (i.e. flux normalization). For (ψ, ξ ) = (124 • , 4 • ), d = 0.5 +0.1 −0.1 kpc and for (ψ, ξ ) = (90 • , 20 • ), d = 2.7 +1.0 −0.9 kpc (these uncertainties are essentially flux uncertainties). While this was not suspected initially, this dependence of the distance on the viewing geometry chance a χ 2 as large or larger than the best fit χ 2 under the assumption that the null hypothesis is true (i.e. that the model does not describe the data). The p-value is calculated by integrating the χ 2 probability density function with the number of degrees of freedom in the data set between the best fit χ 2 and ∞. Fig. 4 , but for the two bands: 0.3-1.2 keV (red) and 1.2-10.0 keV (blue). Only the p = 0.01 contours are plotted to allow comparison between the two bands.
is explained by the fact that a highly contrasted spot, more or lessoften visible during a complete phase depending on the viewing angles, will correspondingly generate a larger or smaller flux in the phase averaged spectra.
The grid search described above was then repeated with the pulse profiles computed in the two energy bands 0.3-1.2 keV and 1.2-10.0 keV. The resulting best fits pulse profiles are shown in Fig. 6 , and the 2D projections of maximum p-values are displayed in Fig. 5 , and the resulting best fits pulse profiles are shown in Fig.6 . The analysis of the pulse profiles in the two bands shows that the higher energy bands constrain the angles a little more than the low energy band and this is simply due to the larger PF (consistent with 1.0) observed in the 1.2-10.0 keV band compared to the 0.3-1.2 keV band. But overall, the parameter space is mostly insensitive to the energy band chosen, given the low signal-to-noise available in these observations. Lastly, with the purpose of quantifying the effect that the uncertain atmospheric beaming has on our results, we repeat the analysis assuming local isotropic emission. This results in a narrower allowed parameter space for the angles ψ or ξ . For example, we find that the angles ψ or ξ must lie in the range 104 • ψ + ξ 145 • and 215 • ψ + ξ 256 • . Moreover, the contours are less curved in ψ-ξ space (Fig. 7) . These results can be understood since the effect of beaming is that of creating a larger modulation for the same parameters. Hence, to reproduce the same level of observed modulation with a local isotropic emission beaming, smaller viewing angles are not allowed, restricting the angle geometry to larger values.
The best-fitting pulse profiles in the locally isotropic [χ 2 ν /dof (prob.) = 1.9/8 (0.06)] and pencil-beamed surface emission are compared in Fig. 8 . As it can be seen, the profiles are almost indistinguishable. This result stems from what just discussed above: when the local emission is beamed, the fit parameters adjust so that smaller viewing angles/temperature contrast are needed to achieve the same observed level of modulation. Therefore, a comparison between Figs 4 and 7 yields a quantitative estimate of the amount by which the uncertain angular distribution of the local emission affects the inferred system parameters.
Simultaneous fitting of spectra and pulse profiles using an MCMC approach
As explained in Section 4.1, the source spectrum is more sensitive to some parameters of the model (e.g.: T pole or the spot size characterized by n in equation 1), while the pulse profile is more sensitive to variations in the temperature contrast at the surface or in the system geometry (ψ or ξ ). None the less, all parameters play a role in modelling the surface emission and its phase-and energydependence, and Section 4.1 showed that it was somewhat difficult to predict what variations of a given parameter can have on the modelled pulse profile or spectrum. Iterating between pulse profile and spectral fits proved to be impractical due to the number of parameters. Furthermore, a simultaneous analysis allows us to have a global understanding on the roles of parameters in the model, and to better understand the existing degeneracies between parameters. For these reasons, a MCMC approach was then employed to sample the parameter space while simultaneously fitting the spectra and pulse profiles. In addition, the method allows us to include known priors on some of the parameters.
The implementation of the MCMC algorithm used in this work, the 'Stretch-Move' algorithm (also called Affine Invariant Ensemble Sample, Goodman & Weare 2010), was previously employed, described and tested extensively in other works (e.g. Guillot et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2013; Guillot & Rutledge 2014) . It made use of the PYXSPEC package, the python version of XSPEC (Arnaud 1996) , for the comparison of the synthetic spectra to the phase-average spectra. In this algorithm, multiple chains (called 'walkers') are sampling the parameter space and each set of proposed parameters is accepted or rejected based on the likelihood of the model with the proposed sets of parameters. The next proposed step of each chain is then chosen from an affine invariant distribution along a line between the current point of the chain and the current point of a randomly chosen chain. 8 In this approach, we used a set of seven parameters sampled by the MCMC:
(i) the two angles of the system geometry ψ and ξ (constrained to ψ + ξ < 180 • , as justified by the symmetry, in equation (4); this is to reduce the size of the parameter space explored, and the full range can be recovered by symmetry).
(ii) the surface temperature contrast (equation 1), (iii) the parameter n characterizing the spot size (equation 1), (iv) the column density of hydrogen N H , (v) the pole temperature T pole , (vi) the distance d, for which we choose a flat prior between 0.5 and 4 kpc (see discussion in Section 4.1).
The NS radius, which controls the star's compactness and therefore the amount of light-bending, could also be sampled in this approach to potentially obtain some constraints on its value. However, it was held fixed here due to the relatively low signal-to-noise ratio of the data. Higher signal-to-noise data could potentially place constraints on the radius, although there exists degeneracies with the angle geometry that would not be fully broken (see e.g. Perna & Gotthelf 2008; Bernardini et al. 2011) . 8 The description of the algorithm and its performance are described in Goodman & Weare (2010) . In this MCMC simulation, 50 walkers were run simultaneously for a total of 15 000 steps each. After removing 5000 steps of burn-in, an average acceptance rate of 15 per cent was obtained. We also checked for convergence by visually inspecting the trace of each parameter. The results of this simultaneous analysis of the pulse profiles and spectra of SGR 0418 with our model are shown in Fig. 9 , as the one-dimensional and two-dimensional posterior distributions of all parameters.
This simultaneous analysis confirms what has been observed in the iterative method of Section 4.1. In particular, the constraint on the geometry of the system (see the ψ − ξ plot of Fig. 9 ) is well reproduced, albeit with a slightly different shape that results from the coupled constraints from the spectra (as noted in Section 4.1, the distance and the angle geometry are related). The constraints on the two angles are: 65
Furthermore, because a conservative prior on the distance was included, the size of the spot (parametrized via n) is not particularly well constrained. We find that the spot size is in the range 1.2 • -3.8 • , equivalent to 0.2-0.7 km for the 10 km NS considered here. The spot size distribution peaks at 0.35 km. We note that allowing for larger distances would therefore include larger spot sizes (i.e. smaller values of n) in the posterior distributions. Since this is driven by the Fig. 4 but for a symmetry temperature distribution representing two antipodal spots. The solid line represents the probability p = 0.01. Right: projected map of maximum p-values in a n-ψ or n-ξ space. spectra normalization, it would not affect significantly the posterior distributions of T pole or N H . However, a consequence would be a broadening of the 'banana'-shape contours of the 2D distribution of ψ-ξ , since a larger spot would reproduce the pulse profiles for larger values of the angles ψ and ξ . Note also that because of the symmetry arising from the system geometry, the angles in the MCMC run were constrained to ψ + ξ < 180 • , and therefore, the ψ − ξ plot only shows one of the 'banana' shape contours.
The temperature contrast is constrained to similar values as those obtained in the iterative analysis, i.e. 0.15. However, it is important to note that while allowed here, → 0.0 represents an unphysical description of the temperature distribution at the surface of the NS since the cold part cannot have a zero temperature. Furthermore, given the posterior 2D distributions of Fig. 9 , one can readily see that excluding the lower range of , say 0.00-0.05, would not significantly affect the other parameters due to the mild correlation between in this range and the other parameters.
The posterior distribution of the pole temperature is T pole,∞ = 0.36 ± 0.05 keV (90 per cent c.l.) while the hydrogen column density is N H,22 = 0.25 +0.12 −0.08 (90 per cent c.l.). Note that we initially observed the bimodal distribution of N H and therefore (leading to the secondary χ 2 minimum in the spectral fit described in Section 4.1). We then applied a prior on N H to exclude values N H,22 > 0.8 (see Section 4.1). The distance is slightly more constrained than the initially prior range allowed. We find a distribution between 1.5 and 4 kpc, skewed towards larger values. None the less, the 2 kpc distance suggested if SGR 0418 indeed resides in the Perseus arm cannot firmly excluded.
Finally, the best fit is obtained for the following set of parameters: N H,22 = 0.24, ψ = 96. • 8, ξ = 7. • 9, = 0.08, n = 16961, T pole,∞ = 0.38 keV and d = 2.27 kpc, corresponding to a fit statistic χ 2 ν /dof (prob.) = 58.5/38 (0.02). However, it is crucial to keep in mind that the full posterior distributions are the true representation of the acceptable parameter space given the model chosen and the data.
Overall, this technique is superior to the iterative process of Section 4.1 since it includes all the effects of parameter variations on both the pulse profiles and spectra, which proved too difficult to perform iteratively. None the less, the iterative analysis performed initially provided a validation of the simultaneous analysis via MCMC.
Can two antipodal spots be responsible for the observed pulse profile of SGR 0418?
We present here an analysis similar to that of Section 4.1 but with a symmetric temperature distribution at the surface of the magnetar (equation 2), i.e. with two antipodal spots. As can be seen in Fig. 10  (left-hand panel) , the two-spots temperature distribution is able to accommodate the observed pulse profile for a narrow range of angles. One can note the additional symmetry (compared to the single spot case) since the two spots are identical. The two angles ψ and ξ are constrained to be 15 • and 165 • , although the value of one angle strictly constrains the value of the other (and the two angles are symmetric with respect to exchange). As with the single spot case, 0.15, i.e. is not constrained more than with the spectral analysis.
However, we observed a strong correlation between the spots size and the angle geometry. Specifically, the larger the two spots, the more restricted the angles (see Fig. 10 , right-hand panel). This can easily be explained by the fact that two large spots (small n) can only reproduce the single-peaked pulse profile observed for angles ψ and ξ with values ∼45 • or ∼135 • . However, as the spots get smaller, they can accommodate the observed PF and profiles for wider ranges of angles. This results from the combined effect of beamed emission and light bending which allow the observer to see one spot appearing from behind the NS while the second spot is still visible.
In this case of symmetric hotspots, the best fit to the pulsed profile is obtained for the parameters (ψ, ξ ) = (57 • , 30 • ), and = 0.05 and n = 18 000. As in Section 4.1, we perform a consistency check using these parameters for a spectral fit. We obtain the best fit T pole,∞ = 0.35 ± 0.05 keV, N H,22 = 0.27 +0.10 −0.08 , a corresponding distance d = 1.5 +0.7 −0.5 kpc, and a fit statistic χ 2 ν /dof (prob.) = 1.26/34 (0.15). Fig.8 shows the best-fitting pulse profile obtained with the symmetric temperature distribution at the surface of SGR 0418, alongside with the best-fitting synthetic pulse profiles for the onespot models (beaming and isotropic local emissions).
Overall, we find that two identical small spots with a beamed local emission can produce high PFs and single-peaked pulse profiles. Therefore, observed pulse profiles can be fitted equally well with a symmetric temperature distribution (two spots) as with asymmetric models (single spots), hence making the two situations equivalent.
This result is similar to that derived for other sources (Shabaltas & Lai 2012; Storch et al. 2014) .
I N T E R P R E TAT I O N O F O U R F I N D I N G S W I T H I N T H E C O N T E X T O F H E AT I N G M O D E L S
The strongest constraint of our modelling is the presence of a high contrast in the temperature distribution on the surface of the star. The hottest point on the star, T pole, ∞ , is inferred to be at a value of about 0.35 keV. The temperature then declines to an antipodal minimum which has been constrained to be at least a factor of ∼6 smaller than the maximum, but which can be much smaller (note that emission from the coolest part of the star is not detectable in our observations). The precise rate of decline between the maximum and minimum values is not well determined by the current data. However, for the range of acceptable temperature profiles and distances, there is a region around the pole with an angular size of a few degrees for which the temperature hovers above ∼0.3 keV.
The inferred high temperature of the region dominating the emission is difficult to reconcile with the standard cooling model of NSs, even considering magnetothermal evolutionary models with extra heating by magnetic field decay. The estimated age of the star, consistent with its luminosity and spin evolution, is about half a million years . At that age, the temperatures of the hottest regions in a normal pulsar are expected to be below 0.1 keV, with some dependence on the equation of state, NS mass, superfluid gap, envelope model, etc. This result also holds for the available models with very strong initial poloidal fields B p ∼ 10 15 G , or weak dipolar field with extremely strong initial toroidal fields, B t ∼ 10 16 G (Geppert & Viganò 2014) , which is qualitatively more compatible with the timing properties and the outburst activity of SGR 0418. With some tuning of the microphysics parameters, the expected temperature of the hotspot at 0.5 Myr may be increased up to a 50 per cent (say 0.15 keV). The mismatch between theory and observation could be somewhat compensated by atmospheric effects, which may give a colour correction by about a factor of ∼2 (e.g. Lloyd 2003) , and hence could possibly account for inferred temperatures up to 0.3 keV. However, the innermost region of the spot, of about a degree in size and temperature above 0.3 keV cannot be explained by residual cooling and internal heating in a 0.5 Myr old NS. We note that rather high temperatures accompanied by small inferred radii of the emitting regions are a common issue to most magnetars. In relatively young objects with strong toroidal fields and high N H , magnetothermal simulations show that km-sized hotspots can in fact be produced , but this is problematic in the case of SGR 0418 since it is much older than the rest of the sources, and the size of the hottest region is especially small.
There are different possibilities to explain the anomalously high temperature. The first one is simply that the object has not reached its quiescence state yet; however, since the observations have showed a steady flux for more than a year, we believe that quiescence has indeed been reached. Therefore, unless something is missing from our theoretical understanding of magnetized NS cooling (Pons et al. 2009) or from the physics of the NS crust and envelope, we conclude that the hotspot must be maintained by an external heating source, attributed to energetic particles carried by magnetospheric currents and falling into the polar cap. The bombardment of these particles could account for the large, persistent temperature with the caveat of how to maintain stable current systems on a time-scale of years. At present only analytical estimates of the bombardment energetics are available, without any detailed numerical simulation. Thus, deeper investigations are needed to conclude in favour of one or another option.
C O N C L U S I O N S
We have modelled the post-outburst surface emission of SGR 0418+5729. The low-luminosity emission, observed with XMM-Newton in 2012 and 2013 is consistent with being constant on this time-scale, hence indicating that the source has reached quiescence. Using a general relativistic, phase-dependent thermal spectral model, we have fit the spectrum and pulse profile of SGR 0418 to constrain the geometry of the system as well as the temperature distribution profile on the surface of the NS.
This analysis was performed using two independent analyses: one approach which requires iteration between spectral analysis and pulse profile fitting to constrain the parameters of the model; a second method using an MCMC approach that simultaneously fitted the pulse profile and spectra of SGR 0418. The two methods led to consistent results.
We have found that SGR 0418 has a high temperature contrast on the surface, with differences between the maximum and the minimum temperature of a factor of at least ∼6. Despite the singlepeaked pulse profile, the possibility of a symmetric temperature distribution at the surface of SGR 0418 (i.e. two antipodal spots) cannot however be excluded. The small size of the spots, combined with radiation beaming and the absorption of soft X-rays, allow for a high PF single-peak pulse profile observed for SGR 0418. Significant constraints were also placed on the viewing/emission geometry. While each angle can take any value between 0 • and 180 • , we constrained ψ and ξ in a correlated manner such that 65 • ψ + ξ 125 • or 235 • ψ + ξ 295 • (with a mild dependence on the radiation beaming; for isotropic emission the requirement would be more constraining: 104 • ψ + ξ 145 • or 215 • ψ + ξ 256 • ).
The inferred value of the NS surface temperature, exceeding 0.3 keV in a region of about a few degrees in size, is very difficult to explain in a source of about 0.5 Myr with standard cooling models, even accounting for possible colour corrections due to atmospheric processing of the emitted radiation, and varying the micro and macro physics parameters of the currently available cooling models. While a contribution from internal heating in the cooler region of the star cannot be excluded, we believe that the dominant, small hotspot must be maintained by the bombardment of energetic particles carried by magnetospheric currents.
